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Trance Channeling begins  
 

Greetings from the energies of the Guru Nanak! Blessings on this joyous day! 
 
Several in this room are wondering just how this channeling is taking place. 
Let us explain this very simply and practically. 
 
You already know that the ‘God is within you’.  You contain millions of Master strands, 
and other such strands, within self. 
 
 Many of you in this room have been thinking of the Guru Nanak today.  In doing so, you 
have been consciously vibrating those strands within self. 
 
Some others, who have not been consciously thinking of him, have also, at a higher-
conscious level, chosen to activate those strands within self today. 
 
Critical mass was reached, as a predominance of you were vibrating with these strands.  
This vibration was then projected toward the medium, who also began to vibrate with 
his Guru Nanak strands.  He then sent out an ‘energy call’ to the vastness that is the 
Guru Nanak energy collective, forming a three-way circuit with the collective, the group, 
and self. 
 
As this channeling proceeds, this circuit strengthens, till such time as it is appropriate for 
it to cease. 
 
Conscious knowledge of a Master name or energy is actually quite unimportant: for 
example today, many around the world who have never even heard of the Guru Nanak 



will have chosen, at a higher level, to activate these strands within self, as it is simply 
appropriate for their growth and evolution. 
 
Some in this room were not vibrating with the Guru Nanak energies at all; but they 
deliberately brought themselves here today, to be ‘nudged’ into doing so; to experience 
these energies for self. 
 
Please remember that when a person activates energies within self, it has nothing 
whatsoever to do with your concept of religion:  it is the content and the frequency of 
the energy that the person wishes to access. 
 
A person may need Buddhic wisdom on a certain day, the Christ Office’s love on 
another, and Universal Brotherhood from the Mohammed collective on a third.  These 
energies are all based on frequencies, vibrations, pure mathematics, music, dance and 
soul song. 
 
All in this room, except for four individuals, are now vibrating with the Guru Nanak 
energies.  These four have deliberately chosen not to do so: for them, that is correct.  
They have not ‘rejected’ these energies; they have correctly intuited that these energies 
would not be appropriate for self, at this moment in time.  However, they have chosen 
to be here today, as they know that at a future date, activation of these energies for self 
is necessary, and this experience will facilitate that, at the correct time. 
 
Now, there are those people who do not have the Guru Nanak strands within self. 
(However, none are in this room today.) This would mean that they have never, ever 
interacted with these energies before. 
 
A session like today would give them the opportunity, if they so chose, to activate these 
strands within self.  How?  They would have to permit the Guru Nanak strands to ‘piggy-
back’ on compatible strands that they already contain.  After that, when they are 
anchored, they would be a part of the person forever. 
 
It is in this manner that you gain more and more strands, over lifetimes: you are truly a 
collective of all that you have ever experienced, all you are experiencing, and all that 
you will ever experience. 
 
How is it possible for there to be incompatibility of strands?  We all belong to the 
Universe!  

 
 Universally, there cannot be any incompatibility.  But as you inhabit a third-

dimensional world, there exists, for you, this concept.  Other Universal societies would 
not need the ‘piggy-back’ method, but often you do. 
 



The Sikhs believed that Guru Nanak’s energies were transferred to the second guru, and 
thereafter to the other gurus as well.  It is also said that he transferred his energies into 
his holy book.  Many feel that they only work with his energies, and no other.  Is that 
possible? 
 
Every human has, within self, multiple energetic aspects of the Universe: some are 
active, and others dormant. 
 
Some choose to focus upon a predominant energy, for personal growth and evolution.  
They may they consider themselves ‘singularly wed’ to the Jesus, or the Sai, or the Guru 
Nanak; and only give credence to this energy, and to this alone. 
 
Is this the ‘truth’?  No, because of the other dormant strands within self; and yes, 
because they have chosen to only work with one for a period of time, which may even 
be a lifetime. 
 
Why would a person choose this?  Let us hypothetically say that a certain soul has 
experienced a lack of love over lifetimes.  This would then be an unassimilated strand.  
He may deliberately choose to experience the force of love of the Christ Office, in order 
to boost his assimilation process.  He may deem it appropriate for self to focus singularly 
upon these strands, to the exclusion of all others. 
 
However, another person, who also may declare that he is energetically ‘devoted’ to 
one Master energy alone, may simply be narrow-minded, rigid and bigoted; and hence 
does not allow himself to interact with the myriad strands that abound within self. 
 
The Guru Nanak did, indeed, pass on his energies to his other gurus and to his followers: 
most energetic teachers do precisely this.  Some may affect a country and others only a 
single household: both are equally valid and important. 
 
You may recall that, at a prior meeting, it was explained that though the Satya Sai had 
shed his physical body, he most certainly had not ‘left Earth’.  Instead, he chose to 
remain ‘in essence’ on Earth, offering this to very single aspect: human, animal, plant, 
and mineral.  More than 99% accepted this offer. 
 
So, though he is ‘dead’ from your perspective; he consciously lives on. 
 
Most criticized him! 
 
And those who were his most severe critics were the ones who ‘took him in’ the most.  
He offered his essence to them joyously: desiring that they experience his magnificence; 
and through him, their own. 
 



The Guru Nanak did a similar thing: he offered his essence not only to his ‘inner circle’, 
but also to all who were passionately connected with him. 
 
It may interest you to know that, of all earth groups, the crystalline kingdom ‘absorbed’ 
his energies to the greatest degree. This group intuited that his energies would be very 
useful for growth and evolution.  Therefore, the Guru Nanak is still ‘very present’ on 
planet Earth. 
 
Just as the Christ Office is based on love, what are the cornerstones of the Guru Nanak 
energies? 
 
Let us hear your views first!  
 
(Various group members answer) 
 
Truth, beauty and poetry. 
 
He stands for re-construction: he helps us assimilate new strands and new energies. 
 
He believed in breaking old belief systems, to bring about newer, more evolved ones. 
 
His energies are very happy, light-filled, joyous ones. 
 
They are musical. 
 
He taught equality and love.  
 
He was ‘wisdom in action’. 
 
Strength!  
 
You have defined it for yourselves! 
 
The Guru Nanak energies, in this moment of the now, offer you illumination of body, 
mind and soul. 
 
Under this broad heading naturally comes reconstruction of self, recreation of the self, 
equality, brotherhood, tolerance, oneness, embrace of all, self-acceptance and so on. 
 
The illumination of this triumvirate is of essence at this moment: up to now, many of 
you have worked on self awareness, growth and personal evolution, but you have 
worked in segregated pockets;  sometimes focusing on your body, at other times 
attempting to change the patterns of the mind and the brain and at other times 
examining the soul.  Now, you have to learn to examine all three aspects together.  



 
Let us understand this practically.  Many of you wish to lose weight:  your focus is 
generally mental. “I must look good”, “I need to conform to the norms of society and fit 
into its accepted body image” or “If I am slim I will attract a relationship”. 
 
Wanting to ‘look good’ and ‘feel good’ is fine, but you have to also connect with your 
body and your soul, and find out what is best for self. 
 
When you do, you may find, for example, that the body has temporarily expanded, in 
keeping with soul growth.  In that case, you will be urged by self to allow this for a 
period of time, without attempting to lose weight. 
 
On the other hand, you may find the body and soul offering you a clear indication of the 
emotional baggage you are storing in the form of excess weight.  If you ‘listen’ to this, 
and work on it, the weight will automatically begin to shift. 
 
The Guru Nanak energies offer you the opportunity to illuminate self in this way. We 
have offered you but one example; this is applicable to all aspects of your lives, whether 
it is a business problem or a strained relationship. 
 
 
BLESSINGS, JOY, LOVE AND LIGHT FROM THE ENERGIES THAT YOU HAVE CREATED: 
THOSE OF THE GURU NANAK. 
 
BLESSINGS JOY LOVE AND LIGHT FROM THE GURU GOBIND SINGH.  
 
Sohrab (Out of Channeling):  Let’s now offer love and light to the three friends we spoke 
of before the meeting. 
 
Let’s start with Mrs. PV.  Her energies are currently blocked: let’s blast her with the 
Guru Nanak energies. 
 
(The group did so) 
 
Now let’s embrace Preeti’s Mum with the light: she will be having open heart surgery 
tomorrow morning. 
 
(The group did so) 
 
Now let’s work for Ruki’s daughter-in-law Kim, who has cancer and is in the US. 
I feel the need to connect again.  Please give me a moment. 
 
(Sohrab begins to hold Kim’s energies.  She is very confused, begins sobbing and shaking 
violently, and shouts at the group to “Leave me be! I am not ready to go!”  The group 



instantly stops offering her energy.  They simply ‘support’ her, and a few group 
members come forward to calm her, hold her hands and to talk to her.) 
 
Shernie: Is there anything we can do for you?  
 
Kim: Who are you? 
 
Shernie: A friend, a friend. 
 
(Sohrab shakes even more violently.  Khush and Pritima begin to hold her and calm her 
down.  She energetically disconnects from Sohrab) 
 
(Sohrab begins channeling again) 
 

 Dear friends, this experience was permitted for two reasons. The first, and most 
important, was that this friend (Kim) needed to release trapped emotions and express 
herself out aloud.  Hence the violent sobbing and physical shaking that you witnessed.   
She would simply not permit herself to do this in front of family or friends.  She gave 
herself permission to do this in the presence of all of you: energetic supporters but 
relative strangers. 
 
The second and equally important reason that this happened was for you.  As 
lightworkers, you may, from time to time, be faced with emotionally ‘dramatic’ episodes 
like this.  You must learn not to panic, but to work fully and in balance, no matter what 
you are faced with. 
 
Many of you were able to do just this: you did not get caught up in the drama of the 
situation, but instantly offered her light and support, without judgment and without 
fear.  Well done. 
 
This particular soul is an extremely stubborn one: she could have released earlier but 
fear, rigidity, panic, duty and other considerations have held her in her body. 
 
She has a control issue, and is unwilling to ‘release’ in trust.  This, of course, stems from 
feelings of lack of control, lack of abundance and powerlessness.  At the same time, she 
is an extremely intelligent, vibrant, dynamic, hardy and courageous soul. 
 
Through this process of ‘holding on’, she has offered life lessons to her family and to 
many others as well, including ‘long-distance’ friends like you. 
 
Support her through this process: you cannot, at this moment in time, interfere with 
her.  She will not accept your energies; so be it.  (Indicating Shireen) Validation for you, 
dear friend: you did indeed receive this message last night. 
 



To continue with the subject at hand: 11.11.11.  Information about this will be offered 
to you over several weeks, so do not expect this to be the only session. 
 
Planet Earth, along with all her inhabitants, is going through a vast portal.  Through this 
process, she is also changing her entire energetic structure.  This portal will facilitate 
expansion, evolution and an overall rise in consciousness. 
 
Beyond this, a vast number of minor portals will also open up; this is where individual 
choice will come in.  Each person will choose a series of these portals to enter into, 
depending on their higher level needs. 
 
These will have a direct significance on your everyday lives.  For example, if a person has 
an unassimilated strand of ‘relationships’, the appropriate portal will open up for him, 
offering him the opportunity to study this, to decide where he wishes to take it in the 
future, and, at the same time, the portal will offer him illumination of body, mind and 
spirit. 
 
Please understand that these portals will not ‘do the work for you’: you will naturally 
have to put in endeavor on your part, and touch your power. 
 
All the portals will act as amplifiers of energy.  So if you start the process described 
above, and then say to yourself, “Oh, I am so stupid!  I am so confused!”, you will 
instantly attract to self portals of stupidity and confusion, which will only magnify this 
issue. 
 
However, you are not ‘trapped’ in these portals.  The moment you make a shift, and 
decide that you are not stupid, and acknowledge your innate wisdom, then that portal 
opens up for you, you enter it, and you magnify that aspect of self. 
 
So the choice will be yours, moment to moment.  2012 will deal with your power and 
your mastery. 
 
How is 11.11 going to affect the money market, and the financial situation in Europe? 
 

 The worldwide money market can currently be described in one word: 
“quicksand”.  A firm beach under your feet at one moment, and liquid the next. 
 
We are not here to instill fear; we are hear to help you understand why this is taking 
place and how you can shift it, if you so choose. 
 
There is currently a lack of worldwide stability: stable areas are suddenly shaking, 
figuratively and literally.   
 



Earthquakes, by the way, are often a reflection of a region’s financial situation and 
money market.  If a certain region has a series of earthquakes, it is generally indicative 
of the financial situation there, or a precursor to what is likely to arise in the near future.   
 
Now, the individual has to now take stock of his perspective of money: he has to re-
examine his value system, his finances, his ability as an investor, and his aspects of 
abundance.  Does he deem himself worthy of abundance and a comfortable life?  Is he 
mired in greed and corruption?  Does he have to hoard, due to feelings of lack? 
 
Not only must individuals now do this, but so must companies, corporations, 
conglomerates, regions, cities, countries and so on. 
 
Both the individual and the collective now need to be examined simultaneously. 
An individual has to first look at self, and then evaluate how he fits into his company, his 
city and his country. 
 
He has to stand firm, and make the necessary changes.  He has to learn to speak out.  
For example, if he finds that his company is corrupt, he has to do what he can to bring 
this to light.  Your voice must now be heard. 
 
Lightworkers like you can also work energetically.  Money could use your support!  Why 
not flood human consciousness with money awareness, financial responsibility and 
abundance?  Do add this to your prayers and meditation: remember, the portals will 
only magnify this.  You can change the critical mass! 
 
Some countries are not printing new notes. Others are in great debt or financial ruin. In 
Europe, Germany seems to be the one bailing out the other countries. 
 
Germany, through this process, has to learn to share.  To understand the equality of all.  
To touch humility. These are consequences of its very obvious history.  Though the 
current generation is naturally not ‘responsible’ for what happened; the energetic ethos 
of the country has to shift. 
 
On the other hand, the Americans are going through a great depression. 
 
The Americans, through this process, are learning to rid self of their cavalier, ‘cowboy 
mentality’.  They, too, have to touch humility, and shed insularity.  The first crash 
provoked them to introspect, and to stop seeing themselves as the arbiter of the world’s 
morals and behavior.  As this was not successful, they have energetically re-created the 
event. 
 
Please do not see this as ‘Universal punishment’, dear friends!  It is the consciousness of 
the country itself that decides what is best for self.  The Americans, for example, still 
need to re-examine their arrogance, insularity and personal greed. 



 
Each country has its own learning.  Yours, for example, has to re-examine its deep-
rooted greed, corruption, and lawlessness.  In short, its root issue of separation. 
 
 What about Greece? 
 

 Greece has to learn through one simple word: “endeavor.”   The country has 
grown lazy, and the people feel ‘entitled’.  They need to learn to generate for self 
through hard work, endeavor and focus. 
 
How about China? 
 

 Two primary issues: greed and suppression.  Big Brother is not entitled to always 
watch you, and decide for you what you should do, say and think.  These tactics, which 
instill fear and terror, will now be challenged. 
 
 
BLESSINGS, JOY, LOVE AND LIGHT FROM THE UNIVERSAL COLLECTIVE. 
 
BLESSINGS, JOY, LOVE AND LIGHT FROM THE ST. GERMAIN.  
 
BLESSING, JOY, LOVE AND LIGHT FROM THE CHRIST OFFICE,  
 
BLESSINGS JOY, LOVE AND LIGHT FROM MAHA AVATAR BABAJI. 
 
 
 
                        ************************************************************ 
 
 


